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remember
DR. DUNCAN ?

pj From Adelaide, mild mannered city of

P ... theJScu ih, corner yet another intersst:n~

& story. In this article the two interesting

p names are M.K.Clayton and E.R.Molden

||
hall. Clayton was a member of the Ade

| laide vice squad last year. His name

(|
arose many times alongside that of Dr

ft Georae Duncan who drowned in the

Torrens River just thirteen months ago.

?§ Mildenhall is licensee of the Carrington
Hotel in Adelaide. This hotel is notor

p
ious for the number of times Aboriginals

% are assaulted in or around its premises.

|
On May 10 this year, in the Adelaide

|
local court, two former police officers

| faced a civil law suit arising out of an

| alleged assault. Wayne Hartley Lawson

|
is claiming $5000 damages from Michael

|
Kenneth Clayton and Edward Ray

| Mildenhall.

The story in the Adelaide Court was

that Lawson was beaten .by two police

men after a car chase on October 29,

1971.

Lawson said he was driving in King

\ William Street, city, with two men named

Briggs and Myers.

|

'

I saw a green and white Holden with

| three people in it.' He pointed out

\ Clayton as a man he saw in the front of

the Holden. ' They came alongside me

i and there were words said to me, then I

caught up with the car and there were

I

words again. I cannot remember the

- exact words. I can remember a word

cunt. Clayton said this.'

Lawson said he drove around the city

for a while and later in Gilbert Street saw

the same Holden again, outside a res

l tauarant.

J
'I did a U-turn and parked opposite

the car.' Clayton came over. He said:

;
'If you don't go while the going's good

I you won't be able to', or similar words.

|

I started to take off but the car stalled.

I swore at Clayton. Someone yelled out:

'Get them'!'

Lawson said he drove away and the

Holden started, turned, followed. In Glen

Osmond Road, just out of town, he tried

to run the Holden off the road and the

j

other driver returned the compliment.

'

I did not think they might be police—
I thougJTt they were hoods,' Lawson

explained.

Suddenly there was a blue light flash

ing and Lawson stopped his car. Three

men appeared around his car and some

one said: 'Get out.'

'I said I didn't know they were police

then I was dragged out of the car. I

can't remember who pulled me out but

after I got out I was knocked to the

ground. I was punched. I tried to get up

several times but I just kept getting kick-1

ed and punched to the ground. I couldn't
see who did it. It was too quick, I think

maybe two of them.

'I remember seeing Clayton's face

several times. I was kicked and punched
and I flew through a fence. I was

punched at that time in the back, head,
all over, and when I went through the

fence I hit a tree. When I hit the tree

Clayton said something like 'You long
haired bastard, I'll teach you to try and

run me off the road and try to kill me'.'

Lawson said Clayton then picked him

up by the hair and pulled him back through
the fence. He was pushed inside the

Holden and had the door closed on his

trailing leg. In the car he found a con

stable Gully, who he said at no time

struck him.

The Holden was then driven back into

the city, with Clayton punching Lawson

several.times more. 'He told me his hand

was cut from hitting me'. So Lawson

tried to feign unconsciousness, but Clay
ton hit him again and said.: 'That

didn't work, did it?'

Along the way the car stopped at the

same restaurant again and a Victorian

policeman got in, a detective Friar. The

newcomer said: 'You are in a lot of

trouble, aren't you?' He advised Lawson

to plead guilty in court and say nothing.

Lawson, however, pleaded not guilty to

indecent language, dangerous driving,

exceeding the speed limit and driving with

out due care, but was convicted and fined

on all counts.

Next witness was Lawson's father,

C.H. Lawson. He told judge White he

was an insurance loss assessor and in

vestigator. He also said he left the police

force six years ago atter giving it IB years,
j

10 of them as a CI B detective. He said

he attended Queen Elizabeth early on

the morning of October 30, 1972, where

he found his son in a distressed state.

'He had abrasions to the face, arms,

shoulders and.had a swollen face.'

At the end of the second day of the

case, judge White adjourned the case due

to the pressure of other court work.

?

DIGGER

The Spirit of Nimbin takes to the streets of Lismore Story back page.

THIS IS YOUR PAPER!
WORONI invites articles and ideas from all students, and student groups.

* We want people interested in writing articles.

* We want people interested in doing reviews, of books, plays, films, or records.
* We want photographers, either with photos to submit, or willing to take on

photographic assignments.

* We want approaches from Groups interested in producing issues of Woroni
around specific issues.

* We want any information at all that may be of interest to the students of the

university.

AND

* We want anyone at all interested in the production of the paper to contact us.

WORONI is the students paper/

CONTACT WORONI VIA S.RC. OFFICE

NC. DC
OPENS UP

With the possibility of dozens of new

towns being started in Australia before

thejturn of the century, the National

Capital Development Commission (in

line with Kep Enderby's desire to use

Canberra as a social laboratory) is open

ing its ears to any suggestions that could

make Gungahlin (Canberra's next sate

lite city after Tuggeranong) more suited

to the needs of the 21st century.

In a seemingly insatiable desire for

community participation in the planning
of Gungahlin, the commission transport

ed 34 'youths' including about six .

ANU students to Guthega for a five day

'youth seminar' which was strongly

futuristic and came up with some fairly

radical proposals
—

particularly in the

area of transport (e.g. no cars and min

imal parking facilities in the city centre)

and housing (up to 30% to be medium

to high density and provisions made

for communal living and experimental

housing). Not satisfied with this exer

cise alone, the Commission staff from

the planners to Associate Commissioner

Hans Westerman, encouraged the group

to stay together semi-permanently as an

active 'ginger group' associated with

the Commission. So far, the group has

decided to have continuing discussions

with the planners working on the Gun

gahlin project as the detailed plans are

developed, consider aspects of the more

advanced planning of Tuggeranong, and

to meet with representatives of Govern

ment Departments such as Education,

Environment and Capital Territory.

The N.C.D.C. will only introduce a

new idea to Gungahlin if it is sure that

there is some existing public support
for it. Students living in group housing

who have an aversion to suburban, three

bedroom boxes and have realised the

lack of any alternatives in Canberra, should

write to the N.C.D.C. with suggestions

for alternative housing styles, or just

let them know that you would like to

see community-oriented housing made

available whether it is in the form of

villages of domes or just terrace houses

and larger boxes.
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BRIEFS..

Apparently the Union managers were

barely aware of what the new Union was

going to look like until they actually
moved into the Building.

The Union Secretary (Gene de Totth)

reported to a Union Executive Meeting on

12 March 1973, that 'the Architects
did not make a copy of the building spec

ifications and a full set of (final) drawings

available for study and comment — in

onitP nf ranaatarl romioctc thuc moUnn \t
W WHUd I I IUIM I

iy IV

difficult for the Union to know what has

been deleted or changed when compared
with the original brief'.

To finance the amendments made to .

the original plan, that the Union had not

been consulted on, application had to

be made to the University administration

for extra finance.

******

I wonder if these facts will have any effect

upon those so violently in favour of the

introduction of a semester calendar.

A report by the Health Service to the

Student Welfare Committee revealed that

the number of consultations for reasons

of anxiety and exam stress have risen from

155 in 1970, 187 in 1971 to a staggering
406 in 1972 (almost 2/3 of all consul

tations for mental problems). The report
also states: 'The most consistent com

plaint from students was of an excessive

workload imposed by a combination of

continuous assessment and semester exam

ination system'.
Two of the conclusions of the report

were: 'Present academic work load

might be critically examined, particularly
in regard to students who are faced with

coping both with continuous assessment

of their work and semester examination'

and 'on the basis that education is as

much a matter of personal development
as of academic achievement, one afternoon

per week should be set aside for extra

curricula activities'.

A counselling service report also com

mented on semesters:

'Many problems are presented to

counsellors, but one worthy of note here

was the pressure of work and resulting

anxiety during mid-year. A substantial

increase (25%) for this time of the year

appeared to relate to the semester system
and its conflict with the term year

system'.

******

The reaction to Bejlke Petersons recent

secession talk in some areas in Parliament

has been suggestions that the rest of

Australia expel Queensland and get rid

of Joh. as soon as possible.

Anyway Joh. set up road blocks at

the border just after the secessions tal v

Their intention was not however to separ

ate Queensland from the rest of Australia,

merely to bust all those nasty hippies

returning from the Aquarius festival at

|

Nimbin. And bust them he did!

The grill
room planned for the Union has

teen replaced by a restaurant. To be

called 'Sullivans' (after Sullivans sewer,

which runs next to it) the restaurant will

charge prices beyond the reach of most

students (an evening meal for approx.

$5.) and will feature waitress service and

canned muzak. It is hoped it will cater

for student parties and functions. The

fittings in the room (red walls, and white

plastic chairs)
are those intended orig

inally for the aforementioned grill room.

How long can a restaurant such as this

last? A grill room with steaks, pizzas

and smorgasborg along the lines of the

'Down Under' restaurant, without the

frills of waiters and maitre d's seems

much more appropriate for an establish

ment like the Union.

******

President, Richard Refshauge, got the cold

treatment from his AUS buddies when

he arrived at Nimbin. Refshauge was sent

to man a checkpoint 5 miles out of town

and left there without relief for 24 hours.

And fuck, those Nimbin nights were cold!

******

One of the highlights of the Nimbin

Aquarius festival was Woroni identity Jack

Grow ford's high camp act in the lounge
bar of the pub. His senses aroused by
television lights and cameras, Jack per
formed in unforgettable style. An evening
he will find hard to live down. *

.

******

Do It Yourself Instant Art

Become Your Own Walking Gallery.

find an object
—

any object?

feels good — any object.

Open mind any object feels good
Enlightened mind finds reality complete.

Unenlightened mind — object good
yet incomplete

Object left — finds own harmony
Leave object

—

object harmonized

Object complete —

reality realized

Object of art? any objections?
Exhibition (explanation) by Gary Willis

Haydon Allen Tank, Wednesday 14th

June and on.

* * * * * *

The massive financial loss AUS has in

curred over Nimbin ($23,000) means a

dramatic cut back in budget for the

Union. First to go could very well be

David Spratt, John Reid and Paul Foss

ex -Woroni editors, now editing

National U.

******

A recent departure from Canberra was one]

Alan Gould. Gould was for six years a

strong fighter for student rights at this

university. His absence from the arena of

student politics will be a notable one.

WORONI
COMMENT
The Students' Association constitutional amendments were passed 78 votes to 6 at

a meeting of the Students' Association on the 9th of May. The meeting elected a

committee of seven to make the necessary preparations to enable the change to

successfully take effect from July 1st. The committee is Julius Roe, Bill Salter,

Richard Refshauge, Michael Wright, Andrew McCredie, and Andrew Dunstan.

This step which abolishes the SRC and replaces it with a system of committees

operating out of the Students' Association can be seen as nothing but a genuine
and significant progressive move. Students will take control of student matters,

government will be made available to ail rather than the ambitious, the power

mongers and the faction. It will however only continue to be available if the system
is supported by all students. The 84 who voted on the subject are a very small

minority of the total 4,000 undergraduates. If only these small numbers continue
to be interested in student matters the reforms will undoubtedly fail. The Students'
Association will become simply an enlarged SRC run by a tiny fraction of the total

student population. The committees will contain the same members, decision

making will rest in a few influential hands.
The reforms were introduced for the benefit of all students. All students must

support them if they care at all about the future of their Association.
If people are interested in helping to plan for the changeover they should

contact one of the committee members. Meeting will be open.
The first Students' Association meeting under the arrangements will be held

early in July. Please attend to ensure the continuing health of your Association.

A Change
The ANU Labour Club took a radical

turn in declaring itself to be a revolution

ary communist group. Radical, in that

we seek out the set of social relationships

which men produce and reproduce in

making their own history. These relations

and the whole they constitute as they in

teract with one another make up the

social structure. A knowledge of
society

from within is the spectre of Commun-.

ism that Marx spoke of. This knowledge

must develop but not be subject to

Revisionism which tries to 'overcome
the interpretation of all socio-historical

phenomena exclusively from the class

standpoint of the proletariat' (Lukacs).

Revisionism tries to conceal the structural

contradictions in society and so suppress

es even in theory the possibility of revol

ution. It masks what is radically different

by pretending that all structures are gov

erned by the same set of relations, usually

those of capitalism. Thus it sacrifices

the class interest to a particular species.

This is what we must avoid. Communists

side with the oppressed, but they point
out the class, and therefore international,

ramifications of that oppression. No

group with such aims can depart from

the very principles that constitute its

unity. We would fall silent, without

common premises or knowledge, and

into that silence would enter moralising
and words without sense.

Revolutionary Communism poses

questions and provides answers that the

ruling class dare not ask and therefore

cannot think to answer because it is not

able to contemplate its own demise.

Yet it is all too easy to put questions and

answers that appear radical but remain

on the same ground as the fearful blind

ness of bourgeois thought. It is all very

well to hate capitalism, yet what good is

hatred if there is no possibility of any

change? The crisis in any philosophy of

change is the overcoming in praxis of

the contradiction between 'is' and

'ought''. Communism as a critique of

such philosophy asks what kind of soc

iety it is possible at all to make out of

the present structures. It shows where

certain structures are in contradiction

and therefore provide creative moments

for revolution. Under capitalism the

contradiction is between the socialization

of labour and its private appropriation,

which is most sharply Rresent in the

tendency of profits to fall. Utopian

schemes have the recipes but no ingred

ients, oven or egg-beater.
As revolutionaries we do not assert

that bombs are more moral than amicablr

agreements, but rather that violence

may well be necessary to change things.

What makes for the social relationships

under capitalist production is a class of

private appropriators and a class of

wage-labourers. The interests of the two

are contradictory. Therefore the only

class that could want to change the social

relations is the proletariat, and to be a

change that class must abolish the struct

ure that brought it into being. Thus the

proletariat abolishes itself and capitalists.

This is only possible under socialism

which is a classless society. The trans

iti-Dn period shows a contradiction be

tween social production and appro

priation and private market exchange of

commodities.

The Labour Club is not a proletarian

group, but it seeks th« only possible

change that can occur in the present

society. Between Communists and the

proletariat there is no division, or else

there is Revisionism. The relationship

of our words and actions to the reality

of Communism is what defines us, and
what will render our resolution either

truth or falsehood.

Michael Dunn.
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[?]
On the 25th May, 1973, the Whitlam

Government issued a press release support
ing the 'inalienable right to selfdeter

mination and independence of the

peoples of Namibia, Zimbabwe and the

Portuguese territories in Africa,' (appar

ently no mention was made of South

Africa). In this release, the Government

endorsed its 'wholehearted cooperation
with the efforts of the international com

munity to bring to an end the illegal

Smith regime in Zimbabwe through Sanct

ions and other measures. .'

bince tne wnitiam Government was

elected in December, 1972, it has been

very vocal at the United Nations, and

elsewhere, about its support for Sanct

ions. For example, the Australian per

manent representative at the U.N., (Sir

Laurence Mclntyre) on May 17, 1973,
said that Australia was determined to do

all it could to make sanctions against the

regime effective. At the UN, Australia

has supported resolutions condemning
'states that have encouraged, assisted or

connived at sanctions violations'. The

crucial question is this: IS AUSTRALIA

GUILTY OF VIOLATIONS?

There is a credibility gap between

what the Whitlam Government has said

it believes in, concerning sanctions,

and what, in fact, it is doing to implement
them.

(1) The so-called 'Rhodesian Inform
ation Centre' is still operating at 9

Myrtle St., Crows Nest, Sydney, despite
Mr Whitlam's announcement in December,

1972, that it would be closed down. The

Centre is financed directly by the Smith

regime; and its director, Denzil Bradley,
has admitted in court recently that he is

paid and employed by the Department of

Information of the Smith regime. The

Centre acts as an unofficial diplomatic
mission and trade outlet for Smith's

regime, .(see enclosed report on the

operations and background of the

Centre.)

(2) Advertisements have been placed
in Australian newspapers for at least the

last 2 months, encouraging emigration to

Zimbabwe, (e.g. The Australia, 27/3/73),
and giving the Department of Immigration,

Salisbury as the reply address. When

people have replied to these advertise

ments, they have then been supplied with

details concerning emigration to Zim

babwe — such details have come directly

from thd Department of Immigration of

the Smith regime. It has been brought to

the Whitlam Government's attention that

it is against sanctions to encourage such

emigration, and that the newspapers who

published the ads, and the people who

placed them, are guilty of breaches of

sanctions. No action is known to have

been taken by the Government, and the

ads continue.

(3) Travel to Zimbabwe has been

facilitated by both South African Air

ways, and even QANTAS, offices in

Australia. People have been able to book

flights from Australia through to Zim

babwe, and even to arrange accommod

ation and tourist bookings for within

Zimbabwe. This situation was exposed

by a newspaper article, (Nation Review,

30/3/73) and a Television interview,

('This Day Tonight, ABC 31/3/73). The

Government, as a result, sent official

letters to all international airlines for

bidding such clear breaches of sanctions.

However, no action is known to have

been taken against the airlines which had
been openly defying sanctions for the

first threeuTionths of the Whitlam Govern

ment's term of office.

(4) Promotion of Tourism. Tourist firms

have been ottering conducted tours of

Zimbabwe, (The Age, 14/4/73), Nation

Review, 19/4/73, The Australian 14/4/73)

despite the fact that such tours are also

clear breaches of sanctions. The Govern

ment responded, that such travel, being
sold in Australia, was against Govern

ment policy. Yet such tours are still

going on, (The Australian, 2/5/73).

(5) Mail. Mr Whitlam said on the 16th

of May, 1973 concerning mail between

Australia and Zimbabwe: '...Can't re

member what the Security Council Res
olutions say concerning mail...' Yet,
on 8th December, 1972, at the General

Assembly, Australia voted for the total

rupture of rail, sea, air, postal and radio
communications with Zimbabwe and the

severance of diplomatic relations.

(6) The sale of the Boeing Jets to

Smith. A television program (This Day
Tonight), produced substantial allegat
ions and evidence that an Australian bus

inessman had been involved in this deal
—

to quote the newspapers 'the most spect
acular exercise in sanctions breaking',

and 'the biggest hole punched in the

sanctions campaign'. The Government

has not announced whether any action

will be taken over this vital matter.

(7) Trade. Evidence has been forwar

ded to the Government proving that the

'RIC' in Sydney is acting as a trade out

let and/or is facilitating trade relations

between Australia and Smith's regime.

Also, again a television program (T.D.T.)

publicised the fact that Zimbabwean tob

acco is being sold in retail stores in

Adelaide. The Government has yet to

take any public action concerning either

of these matters of sanctions breaches.

Yet the Government has said in a letter,

that it is '...illegal to import or export

from or to Rhodesia any goods at all

without the consent of the Minister

for Customs.'

(8) At Mr Whitlam's press conference

on the 15th of May, 1973, it was reported
that there was a correspondent represent

ing 'Rhodesian' newspapers.

(9) On 22/5/73, Australia joined three

African nations in proposing a Security

Council Resolution aimed at tightening

sanctions against Zimbabwe. Sir Laur

ence Mclntyre spoke of the need for the

Security Council to consider 'more dras

tic steps' against Rhodesia. The resolut

ion, amongst other things, denied land

ing rights to the national carriers of

countries that grant such rights to Rhod

esian aircraft. Such a resolution directly

effects S.A.A.'s rights to land in Aust

ralia, as South Africa allows Rjodesian
aircraft to land in South Africa. Since

the resolution, no action has been pro

posed, or taken, against S.A.A. by the

Australian Government, (see postscript).

The United Nations has called for the

publication of the names of violators

(including Governments) and recommends
that all states introduce stringent new

procedures to block the import of em

bargoed items from Rhodesia.

Will Australia be named as a sanctions

buster?

If Australia genuine
ly believes in sanctions, as a means of

supporting the 'inalienable right to self

determination and independence of the

peoples of Zimbabwe../, then specific

legislation must be immediately enacted,

making such sanctions an integral part

of Australian law. Breaches of sanctions

would then be clearly illegal and could be

dealt with accordingly.

Postscript

QANTAS and SAA negotiated an agree

ment, several years ago now, under a

Liberal Australian Government; this

agreement allowed for reciprocal landing

rights for flights Australia-South Africa

England, and vice versa. At that time, an

alternative arrangement was considered

for QANTAS with East African Airways,
an airline serving the Black African coun

tries. This would have involved QANTAS

and EAA in reciprocal landing rights and

flights Australia-East Africa— England and

vice versa.

The agreement with SAA has greatly

benefitted white South Africa, and hence

helped in the-oppression of black South

Africa, (and enabled the above-mentioned

breaches of sanctions on travel to Zim

babwe). If the Whitlam Government

believes in developing relations with

Black Africa, and boycotting white

Southern Africa, as a means of concrete

ly helping the (black majority of that

region, there is an immediate course of

action open to it.

This is the.complete renegotiation

and cancellation of the QANTAS — SAA

agreement, (in line with Australia's

stand at the U.N. on 22/5/73), and the

negotiation of an alternative agreement

between QANTAS and EAA, (or some

other black African airline).

open

university
The 'Open University' Committee re

cently appointed by the Minister for

Education (The Hon. Kim E. Beazley,

M.P.) held its first meeting in Canberra

on April 6th

After the meeting the Chairman of

the Committee (Professor P.H.Karmel)

said that the Committee was keen to have

submissions from bodies and individuals

having an interest in expanding oppor

tunities fnr extra-mural hiaher education

in Australia. The Committee would

shortly invite submissions by wide public

advertisement throughout Australia,

and would in due course take additional

steps to discover what type of courses

adult members of the community might
. wish to take. In this connection, the

emphasis would be on people who, for

various reasons, had missed higher educ

ational opportunities at the normal age,

those who wished to heighten the qual
ifications they already have, and those

who wished to engage in further study

for its own sake.

UNION BAR REGULATIONS i

(1) On Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings members
'js

must show their Union Cards (current) to enter the bar.

Before 1 0p. m . on these nights members may sign in three |

guests. ^

After 10 p.m. members only will be admitted.

However, when the Meetings Room bar is open for members

and guests, the main bar is for members plus one (1 ) signed in

guest only.

(2) On Friday and Saturday nights members of the C.C. A. E.

may not sign guests into the main bar.

A.N.U. Bar Committee

June 5, 1973 /

^ ? ? ?

?
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Philosophers
and abortion
At a meeting held recentlythe Australasian

Association ofJPhilosophy (Canberra Branch)

passed, without dissent, the motion:
'The Australasian Association of

Philosophy (Canberra Branch) supports
the Medical Practice Clarification

'

Bill, and, having examined the argu

ments and considerations publicly

urged against the Bill, finds them in

adequate, fallacious and sophistical' .

A paper by Valerie Routley in analy
sing the common philosophical argu

ments about abortion classified the argu

ments as those arguing that the fertilised

ovum or early foetus had rights and

should be treated in the same way as a

person, and those arguing that its rights

included the right to the use of the

woman's body. Both assumptions, the

paper claimed, were needed to justify

opposition to legislation such as that

embodies in the Bill, and both were open

to very serious objection. Common argu

ments from the first class included a

range of classic fallacies, and the notion

that potential persons (or the fashion

able variation
'

genetic blueprints') were

sorts of persons and had a right to exist,

and the notion that herely being of the

species human was sufficient for rights.

'The thinly-disguised religious pre

suppositions involved in insisting on

this treatment of the early foetus were

unacceptable in a pluralist society',

said Ms Routley. The arguments which

claimed to show that the foetus' right

to life gave it a right to the use of the

womah's body as in pregnancy and child

birth led to completely unacceptable

consequences if applied consistently in

other cases and had accordingly to be

rejected. Most of these arguments also

involved serious logical fallacies, and

associated redescription fallacies as

describing the right to an abortion as

the right to kill an unborn child. Even

if a special parental or causal respon

sibility were assumed to apply (and .

that it could be was by no means beyond
'

dispute or clear for all cases) the ob

ligation so incurred would not normally

extend to justify legal compulsion for

the type of assistance required. Ms

Routley concluded that 'in sum, the
;

arguments were almost as prize a coll- J :

ection of fallacies, invalidities and cir

cularities as the standard arguments for

the existence of God.'

Indonesia
Been thinking that you might go away

at the end of .the year? Well count

Indonesia out if you fit the following
j

description: young, longish hair, not a J
lot of money, travelling by hitchhiking

and carrying belongings in a pack or

shoulder bag. That, according to the

generals in Jakarta, makes you a hippy.

And hippies aren't welcome in Indonesia
;

anymore, in fact they can't get visas.

Is it their lack of tourist dollars that ;

makes them unwelcome or have they

been smoking up all the good local dope?
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ANOTHER FIICKED HEAD
Watergate: Now and then.

'My fellow Americans ? I come before

you ? as a man whose honesty and in

tegrity has been questioned. ..let us take

the problem of corruption. ..you have

read about the mess in Washington....
the President is the man who can clean
iin the mocc

I am going to campaign up and down

America until we drive the crooks.. .and

those that defend them out of Wash

ington.'

Think you've heard it recently? Well

you might have cause Dicky's speech of

April 30 sounded somewhat similar,

but this was part of the same little

dicky bird's speech of defence in 1956,
to charges that he was receiving addit

ional funds from big business to help
meet his expenses.

Maybe you've heard of Dick Nixon?

He's the one who first achieved pro

minence as an anti communist demag
ogue in the 5Q's and went on, after the

'crisis' of 1956 ta.be vice-President of
?

the U.S., defeated Republican presidential

nominee and defeated candidate for

Governor of California. He also won

the Presidency in 1968 and 1972.

Having established who this Nixon is

do you remember the funds crisis of

1956 — masterminded not only by Dick

but also with the help of H.R.Halderman

(heard that name recently?) but not to

mind for that crisis passed over with, in

Dick's words 'exquisite agony' which

he would 'not for the world have

missed'.

How about the 'crisis' of 1962?

Does anyone recall the warm up to

Watergate?

Well it seems that in 1962 the same

Dick Nixon was running for Governor

of California — his presidential backers

of 1960 wanted something for their

money and it was the golden investment

state — but somehow his fund of politics

was not as popular as the Governors.

As we all know however Richard & Bob

(Halderman) together with Dicks lawyer,

Kalinbach are pretty good organisers

so in that year they
'

organised' what

may be called a dummy committee.

Calling itself the 'Committee for the

Preservation of the Democratic Party
in California' it said the returns of a

recent poll indicate that 9 out of 10

registered democrats reject the demo

cratic governor and his 'ultra-liberal'

supporters. As a subsequent court

hearing indicated this and other news

releases of the CFPDPC abounded in
'

flagrant deliberate lies intended to mis

lead both the press and the public in

the crucial 2 weeks before the elections'.

As the judge said
'

this postcard poll
?

was reviewed amended and finally

approved by Mr Nixon personally'.

The bearings these decade old shen

anigans have on the Watergate mess is

straightforward. In 1962 Nixon's cam

paign assistants laid out a dishonest plan
for their master, one that violated the

dictates both of human conscience

(who ever said Nixon had a conscience?)
and the law (he was for law & order in

1968 wasn't he?). Nixon not only

approved it, he improved it according
to the court by editing and revising.

In 1972 Nixon let his assistants work

alone but their leaders, Halderman and

Kalinbach had learned a few tricks in

1962 that Watergate was to be the

centre a decade later.

Watergate was the finale of what

began in March 1971 with the establish
ment of a Committee to Re-elect the

President (CREEP) made up of men

whose joint mott's were 'we believe in

what works' and 'I would walk over

my grandmother for Nixon if
necessary'

As a result of the alienation of two

of Americas intelligence organisations
the FBI and CIA through bungling and

incompetence the White House and

CREEP established a 'dirty tricks

department' for political espionage
directed from the White House. They
also formed a 'plumbers group' whose

only job was to stop leaks to the press

from the Government. The mentality
and attitudes of the men within these

groups is seen by the appointment of

the director of the bay of pigs fiasco

(originally planned while Nixon was

vice-President) to lead the plumbers and

the appointment of G.Gordon Leddy,

who in running for office as congressman

in 1968 (as a Republican) climaxed

his public appearances by slipping of his

jacket ahd revealing his answer to all

problems
—

a shoulder holster complete

with gun.
^

That the espionage group was suc

cessful was shown by the fall off of
support for Muskie - who until the

dirty tricks department got to work

was leading Nixon48%/39%. Muskies

demise was the result of a mi ri ad of

phoney letters, calls and posters which

put such pressure on him that he

cracked up.

However the capture of the Watergate
7 inside the Democratic Nat. Committee

Headquarters was the beginning of the

end. It brought about not only the
arrest of CREEP operatives but also

brought to light the links of leading

CREEP administrator, former A.G.

Mitchell and Commerce Secretary
Stans with the political espionage and

financial corruption of the Nixon

campaign.
Mitchell it may be remembered was

at the heart of negotiations that led to

ITT donating $600,000 to the Nixon

campaign in exchange for a favourable

anti-trust settlement involving millions.

He is also remembered as a partner with

Nixon in a New York law firm which

handled the account of the El Paso

Natural Gas Company (worth $770,000
during Nixon's brief sojourn on Wall

Street)

Both Mitchell and Stans have since

been indicted with 2 others on con

spiracy charges relating to an illegal

$200,000 donation by financier Robert

Vesco' who allegedly made hundreds of

millions of dollars from the IOS Mutual

fund scandal. A coincidence that may

be related in some small way is that
one of Vesco's aides is the Presidents

younger brother Donald who carried

the $200,000 donation to Stans.

Further interesting developments,

apart from the resignation of Nixons

2 closest aides and assorted other political

appointees relate to Nixon's western

White House. According to Newsweek

not exactly a radical newsheet, Nixon

has paid $335,000 for a block that is

claimed to be the best in California —

all 29 acres of it. The money to pur

chase was lent by an industrialist friend.

However Ramparts Magazine in its

September 1972 issue alleged that Nixon

paid for the land in cash with intention

of eventually subdividing for a somewhat

inflated profit. Finally the Santa Anna

Register, a solid Republican newspaper

alleged that Nixon brought the house

with left over funds from the 1 968

campaign.

—maybe we are in for another tearful

cheeker's speech, in which Nixon

like in 1956 will say how hard he's

struggled and how honest Pat is
—

'with tear's in his eyes and lies in

his mouth'.

That the American public accepted
Nixon's bland and blatently lying den

ials during the 1972 campaign and that

they accept political corruption and

scandal as part of political life gives

heart to those who see in America's

collapse the hopes of the rest of the

world for freedom.

As Jeb McGruder, one of Nixon's

sacked aides has said:

'...Its all over...! just came for

the White House. The President has;

directed everyone to tell the truth...'

that is everyone except
'

the man who

can clean up the mess ... the President ...'

THE PSYCHIATRIC CRISIS

: Pt. 1RICHARD has been involved with

psychiatric institutions four times;
twice as a patient, and twice as a

nurse. Woroni last week, talked to

him about his exoeriences.

Woroni' Lets start with your first experience
with psychiatric hospitals.

Richard'. I was 19 when I went in, I
went in

as a full time patient. The hospital was a very

small psychiatric wing attached to Melbourne

University. It didn't contain extreme cases,

most of the people in there were depressives,
a few suicides, a couple of more extreme cases.

Personally when I got there I formed a unity
with two other people and the three of us set

ourselves up as a secret organisation within the

hospital, mainly because the amount of therapy
available was poor, in a sense that the group

therapy was very badly controlled. There were

generally only two or three people talking in a

group of 10 or 12. Patients generally wanted
to avoid deep issues because they were still

trying to avoid their own awareness of them.

We never really achieved much, except the four

of us got together outside the groups, and the

groups were just a continuation of what we

were doing outside. Most of the other patients

you had to force to talk to you, because they

generally didn't want to. Things weren't really

achieved because a patient trying to solve an

other patients problems is quite ridiculous. You

get a group of people on a very low level of

their own awareness and their own ability to

handle things trying to handle other peoples
problems. Their general awareness and know

ledge of problems is so low that the only value

group therapy is supposed to have is to bring
a patient to a level where he can talk about
his own problems openly, though this does

not work, when as was the case only 3 or 4

people in the group did the talking.

Woroni: Did the people there regard them

selves as sick people?

Richard: Most of the.people in that unit were

sick people, they were people who went in

there out of despair, not so much to look for a

treatment in itself but finding people who

would recognise that they did have a problem,
because in their normal life their problems
were not recognised by their friends or by their

family. Once you get Into a hospital and some

one says, 'right you're sick!' it makes you more

secure to know you are sick. This can make

an incredible difference to someone. Quite

often this is as far as they want to go, because
the hospital in itself is so secure. The level of
treatment amounts to putting someone in a

hospital, giving him a rest, get him doped up a

bit, give him some hope, then send him out

side again.

Woroni: What other treatment did you see

people experiencing?

Richard: E.C.T. (electro-charge therapy) which

left a person walking around in a daze for

sometimes up to a day afterwards was really

helpless. One guy had E.C.T. for a month and

was back in with a complete breakdown, two

days after he had been discharged. There was

another chick who, after every E.C.T. treat

ment, we had to re-introduce ourselves to her.
.

*

Every three days she was having treatment, and

every three days it would take her a day.and
a half to remember the people that she was

with. The overall effect on her as far as I
was

concerned was Nil, it only gave her temporary
loss of memory.

Woroni: What is the intention of treatment

with E.C.T.

Richard: The intention is to block out memory

patterns related to a certain experience so the

person no longer reacts and will come back to

normal. Sut this so far as I have seen is not

the case.

Woroni: Lets progress further. You left this

Melbourne wing, were you discharged, or did

you discharge yourself?

Richard: I discharged myself after a month.

Woroni: Why?

Richard: As far as I was concerned I
had done

as much for myself as I could. I
had enough

time to calm down, to get my head back to

gether I
could have gone out after two weeks

but stayed the extra two to build up a little

security.

Woroni: Was there any compulsion upon you

to stay?

Richard: I was completely free to leave. My
doctor thought my recovery remarkable. It

was my seeing the situation that other patients
were in that made me completely forget about

my own problems and I spent most of my time

worrying about how other people were getting
on. All my problems were accepted and passed

away.

Woroni: How long after this did you decide

to become a psychiatric nurse? Was it due to

your experiences as a patient?

Richard: It was largely due to my experiences.
While I was in the unit

I
was helping a lot of

people. I was sort of an alternative to a doctor

or a nurse and was talking to a large number of

people on a personal involved level that they

couldn't get from the doctors, therapists and

nurses, so I decided I'd try nursing myself. But

I had problems there because of my psychiatric

history supposedly made me unsuitable for

nursing. I pointedly worked out a situation

where without saying I had no mental illness...

well I don't call it that, because I think every

ones got their own breaking point, and I was

under extreme pressure when I did break, ...

Nursing itself is a very uninvolved situation,

its a matter of surveillance, and watching the

patients, making sure they get up in the morn

ing, bathe, dress properly,
—

you're almost

like a sheeodaa.

I had trouble my first day in the wards.
I

was given a guy, an extreme case, he'd been
in about two days and was severely catatonic.
He was locked up in a room with a mattress on

the floor, and I spent an hour and a half

cleaning up the wards, hearing his calls, and
couldn't find out where they were coming
from. No one told me he was there. He was

left there until half past eleven without break
fast or anything before

I
came across him.

It took me an hour and a half of gentle per

suasion to get him in the shower, and he was

a severe case and I shouldn't have been given
him at all.' Firstly I

was on an open admission
ward on my first day and normally people on

open admission know hospitals. Staff members
generally have two years experience before

they go in there. I got into trouble a bit over

him, because I didn't push him around. I

tried to get him to accept me, because he had

the idea that T.V. cameras were watching him,
so I played along with this game and got on

well. The amount of work I did on that day
got completely messed up by one of the nurses

who threw him into a chair and started forcibly

manhandling him, and wrecked everything I

had built up in the day. Then I got into an

immense amount of trouble, I
was told to sit

in the patients lounge, where the patients were

watching television, and
I

was talking to two

chicks, they were the only people there my

age, and all we did was talk. After a while the

change nurse came in and I played him at chess
and beat him. The next day I got hauled up in

front of the head of the hospital. There was

a report against me for not knowing my job,

which was remarkable for my first day, fend

for making sexual advances towards the female

patients. I
was not told of any regulations

about staff/patient relationships so I treated

them like I treat anybody else and sat down

and talked to them. I was kicked out of that

ward almost stright away and put on another

ward, and
I struck trouble in that ward too

because I was allowed to make up the medicat
ion the patients were given during meals,

which I wasn't supposed to do because of my

lack of experience and also because I have

long hair. I was taken off that ward after

about four days on the argument that, because
the charge nurse was away for about four hours

a day I should not be left alone in the ward.
So they put on a guy who had been in the

hospital a week less than I, who had no know

ledge of psychiatric patients at all, who had

just come out from Czechoslovakia and could

hardly speak English and I found out later that

the reason
I was taken off was because a bottle

of Largactil was missing which they naturally

assumed I had taken. This was ridiculous. I

went to the guy in charge of the hospital and

,
talked to him. He openly agreed that I was in

the right but nothing came of that. After

three weeks, they found a chick in my hostel

room. She was in there for a reason. She

was in a state of severe depression, completely

off her head and I couldn't trust her with any

of the people I knew so
I let her stay in my

room for a night and part of a day so when I

was off duty I could find her a place to stay.

They found out about it, and despite the fact
that they agreed with my appraisal of her

condition, and that I did possibly the only

thing that I could do, the fact that I did break

the rule was all they were interested in and I

got kicked out.

Woroni: I understand your next shift was to

Tasmania, and you worked as a nurse there.
Did you find problems getting a job there

because of your past, and was the system
there different to Melbourne?

Richard: Firstly I said nothing about my

having been a patient or having worked in a

hospital previously and I had no trouble getting
the job because the hospital there has a re

putation for firing people faster than they can

hire them, and that, mainly because there is a

kind of petty war going on between staff

members.

Woroni: What about the patients down there,
were they getting a better deal?

Richard: Well, it was a different hospital al

together because it had just about every kind
of case imaginable. Therapeutic availability was

very very limited to things like industrial

therapy and occupational therapy which allows
a patient to work on a slave wage doing things
like putting tea sets together, for outside

companies. There is a certain amount of

heavier industrial therapy, or what they call

industrial therapy, which is again essentially

slave labour. Occupations! therapy involves

printing, pottery, making baskets, leatherwork,

things that are ehtirely menial and from my own

experience of it, of no value whatsoever, except
in keeping the person occupied.

Woroni: What were the circumstances of your

leaving this hospital?

Richard: Well I more or less resigned because

my dismissal was imminent. For a number of

reasons. Firstly because I
was on-a ward that

was a reasonably open ward, one that might be

termed a meeting ground for mentally deficient

people. The staff members in that ward had

managed to destroy any concept of authority

of staff members over patients. As far as con

trol was concerned, you could ask a patient to

do something and he would say, 'Well Fuck

you, NO, I'm going to do something else.

The open hostility that
I experienced was large

ly due to the fact that when I attempted to get

things done without using physical violence or

extreme physical pressure, I
came up against a

wall because the other staff members were more

prone to using physical pressure and threats

to get what they wanted done. This was

totally against my beliefs and as a result I ex

perienced a lot of hostility, and I got a bad

report on this ward, but it was entirely due

to the fact that the previous staff members had

destroyed any decent rapport with the patients.

Their attitude to patients was one of having
power over them. The matter of getting pat
ients to do things because of threats or vio

lence, and the matter of getting them to do

things as a matter of necessity, and for their

own personal involvement, are two entirely

different things and I found that I had to al

most resort to that kind of threat myself,
which was something I desperately tried not to

do. I could give you many examples. The

only reason the situation occurred was that the

whole system of authority, the whole system of
obedience and recognition of authority had been

blown by an authoritarian staff.

Woroni: So it seems that the whole treatment

is very brutal, you either drug them, you shock

them or you bash them around. What about

personalized therapy?

Richard: The general run in the hospitals I

have seen is that there is no intense therapy
at all. The therapy conditions are extremely
poor, in fact you find staff members com

plaining about it bitterly. There are not enougti

therapists, they do not have the time or the
facilities to indulge in the therapy they are

capable of.

Woroni: Are many of them interested in

individual treatment?

Richard: Well in Melbourne I found two nurses

who were intensely interested. They had done
a lot of work by themselves. They were into
Eastern philosophies and metaphysics, and

up to date with people like Laing, completely
up to date in their ideas but they said there
was complete restriction on them. You know,
they were trained, they had access to all the
modern methods, but they learnt themselves,
the conditions under which they were working
were appalling in fact they were ridiculous.

There is no therapy at all. There is no kind of

discipline. You have to have the discipline

to get the patients involved. This requires a

lot of staff, it requires the staff to have a lot of

feeling, a lot of personal involvement, because

you need that personal rapport. But that

rapport is frowned upon because it is believed

that when a staff member becomes involved
in a patient he is going to suffer himself. This

is ridiculous, I can give you one classic example.

I came across a guy in one hospital who had

been in one ward for ten years. In five minutes

I had him crying on my shoulder. The reason

he was crying was that I had sat down and

talked to him for five minutes, and I
was the

only person in those ten years that had treated

him as an equal person.

Woroni: What about the ability of patients
to handle the straight world when they come

out. Is this ability made worse?

Richard: Well with a lot of people it is. The

drugs they give you prevent you from reacting

at the speed you should react at. You do when

you come out become a person apart from

other people. I've come across a lot of ex

patients in a worse position outside than in.

Woroni: Would these people prefer to be in
side or out?

Richard: In one way they were relieved to

be out, because unless you are continually
active inside a hospital you stagnate a lot.

You've got two types of circumstances. The

people who are doped and wander around
not bothered with therapy or by nurses, who

spend all day sitting in the sun or watching
television. These people are generally content

to remain in the hospital. They are considered

so far past it that if they go out, they can't or

won't look after themselves. They wouldn't

eat, their health would go down, they would

just degenerate because they need to be cared
for.

Woroni: Can we go forward to your later ex

periences? You admitted yourself to hospital
in Melbourne, what were the circumstances of

this?

Richard: Well it started off in Sydney. I started

writing in 'hieroglyphics, a form of automatic

writing and other things that could only
be termed purely psychic phenomena suddenly
came upon me. Now in the circumstances I had

been in in Sydney, having no stable environ

ment, I didn't get any situation to evaluate

my own circumstances, my own condition at

the time. So I went back down to Melbourne

and still having no money, got myself admitted
to a hospital, so I could firstly get into a

situation where I wouldn't have to worry about

eating or a place to sleep and could calm down

and evaluate recent events.

The immediate reaction from the doctors
was that I

was completely out of my head,
which was cool by me. So I spent two weeks
in there and got kicked out when a friend
came in and there were no more beds. In

that time in that hospital I was involved in

quite a few situations. In the mornings, after

going for a run
I would go down to the worn

ens lock up ward and hold a few hands and

talk, because they had no-one to talk to.

There were about four of us that did that,
because these women were not allowed outside.
I spent most of my day having other patients

bring patients to me to talk to, mainly because

their therapists would not talk to them or ex

press enough interest or concern about them.

There were about eight regulars and some

others, of all ages, all types. We just talked,
about personal things, family, attitudes and

things like that. There Was one chick who was

really bad. Slashing her wrists because she

believed God had told her to do so.
I slowly

got her off that idea over a week and a half,

but some fuck-witted nurse pushed her around
and she freaked out and went straight back

into it.

Generally from what I saw there, it came

down to one thing. The view that the staff have

of a patients life is entirely different to what

that patient is actually experiencing. Because

the patients have a world of living and being
involved with one another, but the staff mem

ber is a person who comes into the ward spends
a few hours there then leaves and has no real

appreciation of the situation. You find a

patient getting another out of bed much easier

than a staff member because there is a pure

reaction against staff. Patients help patients
far more than staff members help patients.
Interviews with doctors are purely for the

doctor, to satisfy himself of the patients
progress. He was not concerned with trying
to get the patient to evolve any self-expression
or realisation of his own identity.

Woroni: What has to be done with psychiatric

hospitals?

Richard: If I had control of mental hospitals

firstly, I'd get rid of the shit food they get.

Food is de-vitamised, its overcooked. A simple
matter like food should be under much more

control as your diet obviously affects your

psychological wellbeing. This is completely
overlooked. Secondly there should be more

staff members, there should be more intense

personal relationships with the people who are

reasonably stable, like staff members, who

have got knowledge. The only time when you

find personal relationships occurring are when

you get the more articulate self-assertive,

patients who can talk to doctors on the doctors

level. If you can talk to a doctor on the doctors

level, you have a relationship with that doctor

but the doctor will never come down to talk
to the patients at his level. In fact doctors

often combine and mock the patient in the

patients presence. There are very very few

patients that can ever gain any sort of rapport

relationship with a staff member, and this is

essential, you need the rationalisation. The

first thing a patient requires is to have his

circumstances rationalized so that he can under

stand it, be made aware of it. Now he does

this through contact with other patients.

The first thing he has to do is to accept
that he is sick, this is not too hard. Secondly
he has to accept why he's sick, and again this

is not too hard. Then he has to see what he

has to do to get out of the situation. And this

is not done, Patients can be in there for months

and months and months and never have the

slightest idea of why they're sick.
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Little has happened since the last issue

of Woroni excepting for the Nimbin Pub

Festival Held during the May vacation.

Canberra was becoming a bit of a bore so

the Hare Alcohol Consciousness Tribe

set off to Nimbin under the leadership

of the Guri Jack Gi, the fat twenty two
?

year old mystic, to fraternise with the

hippies.

The festival manifesto stated that 'the

festival will not be about numbers but

about energy created and exchanged, creat

ivity harnessed and joy manifest.'' Well

for the Hare Alcohols we had a low

energy festival, our creativity was certainly

harnessed most of the time and lots of

joy was had going off our bananas in

bananaland.

When we arrived at Nimbin our first

task was to set up camp so as to com

mune with nature. Tents were easily

erected but fixing a campsite was more

difficult. I tried to find the tool exchange

in order to get the necessities, however

this was fruitless
— the only tool exchange

I found was in the sauna baths — so I

gave it up as a bad trip and went to the

pub.
The daily lifestyle of the Hare Alcohols

rapidly degenerated into one of going to

the pub from ten till ten and then sitting

around the campfire smoking drum the

rest of the time.

Sunday was a low energy, low tech

day. The pub was shut so we made con

tent with dropping some Southern Com

fort, sitting around the fire smoking our

now dwindling supplies of drum and

putting shit on the counter-culture.

On Tuesday we returned by train and

played cards and sucked more piss.

In the end the carriage
became a bit

grotty so you can guess where that went.

Most of the entertainment at the

festival was impromptu, some of the best

being by the clowns dressed up as cops.

The Tuesday Night morphine bust was a

well staged act and the forced release of

the prisoners rather leads me to believe

that not all hippies subscribe to peace.

The aftermath of the bust was the

arrival of the rugged 24 member 21st

squad of Sydney fame. However, they

only came to suck piss and make pigs of

themselves. They only wandered around

in football jumpers pretending to be tour

ists and only made a couple of busts for

saying 'fuck' in the main street.

Basically the Festival was like a sewer —

what you got out of it is what you put

into it. We got drunk.

Senator Murphy has given up talking

to Gough in the last month and the

reverse applys — so much for open govern

ment. Murphy won't be in the Senate

too much longer so not to worry
—

his

case is a classic one of a man brilliant

in opposition but hopeless in power. The

only reason Murphy is number one on the

Senate ticket in NSW at present is due

to the cunning machinations of his mate

Doug McClelland, Minister for the Media.

Since the Senate was founded NSW

candidates have been subjected to a

college system of determining their pos

ition on the ticket. This time round

Doug gathered support and abolished the

college system, now it is on the basis of

seniority so naturally Murphy becomes

number one. Lucky for Murphy other

wise he would have found himself in

the rather embarassing second or third

position.

Black Mountain appears to be a lost

ecological issue now that cabinet has

rubber stamped the PMG tower. Perhaps
the tower should be called the Haydn
Tower for services rendered by Bill

Haydn, Minister for Social Services, the

man responsible for pushing the tower

through cabinet. The issue was initially

booked to take about one hour of cabinet

time, but ended up taking twelve hours.

Haydn's only effective opposition came

from Tom Uren, Moss Cass and Keppel
Earl Enderby. In the end Whitlam got

so bloody sick of the argument he voted

in favour of the tower. Thank you Bill

Haydn, I hope your garden dies, that is

if you haven't killed it already.

And on the dope scene ?

The Drug Squad now officially con

sists of Detective-Sargeant (third grade)

Ray Sweeney and one Alan Crawford

from Sydney. Lambert has been moved

sideways for reasons best known to himself,

The Interpol push is still on though,

Sweeney thought the National U article

was fairly good. Problems will arise,

later however, because a policy is being

established of police keeping to their

respective home territories e.g. NSW police

will not be permitted to casually involve

themselves in the Special Branch affairs

of, say, Victoria.

The identities of the two police that

we have said will be coming to Canberra

soon have been established. One is Det.

Const. Alan Simpson who is about 5'6',

black hair reaching over his ears and a

black goutee with flecks of gray. He

hangs around Kings Cross trying to con

vince people that he is a speed freak, stront

rumour says he has even convinced him

self. He has already busted three Can

berra people in Sydney.

The other is Det. Sarg. Davidson. He

is presently in Hong Kong and Singapore

but should return soon. He is about 6

foot tall, and has blond hair which is

balding a bit at the front and curls over

his collar at the back.

Although any policeman can virtually

do what he likes on ANU premises only

one, Paul Brown, has official permission

to come and go as he likes. Normally,
there are nebulous channels to go through,

including ANU Security.

Recently the Special Branch broucfit

Woroni to the attention of various people

in the police force, and they are now read

ing avidly (those that can read). On the

side Customs placed an ad in the national

media four weeks ago calling for five

undercover agents — one is definately

coming to Canberra.

By the way medical advice can be

disheartening (in more ways than one)...

The use of beer is found to produce a

species of degeneration of all the organs;

profound and deceptive fatty deposits,

diminished circulation, conditions of

congestion and perversion of functional

ability, local inflammation of both the

liver and the kidneys are constantly

present. Intellectually a stupor

amounting almost to paralysis arrests the

reason, changing all the higher faculties

into a mere animalism, sensual, selfish,

sluggish, varied only with paroxysms of

anger that are senseless and brutal. In

appearance the beer drinker may be the

picture of health, but in reality he is

almost incapable of resisting disease. A

slight injury, a severe cold, or a shock of

i the body, or the mind, will commonly pro

voke an acute disease ending fatally.

Compared with inebriates who drink

different kinds of alcohol, he is more in

curable and more generally diseased.

The constant use of beer every day gives

the system no recuperation, but steadily

lowers the vital forces.

Bullshit, (I think),

Suck More Piss,

Jack Growford.

Did Hamlet

jWtiB From Denmark, land of Hamlet and

Qcbare^ Elsinore and world of leather and oak and

a
things steeped in the tradition of pleasure,

comes a great roll your own tobacco.

Royal Shag is a magnificent experience
that no roll-your-owner should miss.
Did Hamlet roll his own?

Had he, it probably would have been
*=

—

jm Royal Shag.

Royal Shag...one of the Great Danes
SI 93
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EDUCATION AUTHORITY FOR THE

A.C.T.

An independent panel has recommended
an interim Authority to be responsible
for Government schools and pre-schools
in the A.C.T.

The principal recommendations of the

panel are:
*

A Council of the Education Authority
will direct policy and administration of

ijuvcjiiiiieiti jjie-duiiuui, (Jiimary, second

ary, special and evening college education.

Initially it will be responsible to the

Minister for Education.
*

The Council will have eight part-time
members nominated as follows: the

Government (2), the ACT Common

wealth Teachers' Federation (2), the

ACT Council of Parents and Citizens

Associations (2), Canberra Pre-School

Society (1), ACT Advisory Council (1),

together with the full-time professional

head of the Authority
— the Chief Educ

ation Officer.
*

The Chief Education Officer will be
selected by the Council.
*

Boards will be established to control
each Government school with powers

delegated by the Authority, including

determination of broad school policies,

budgeting and use of funds, and discret

ion in employment of professional and

non-professional staff. Members of the

school boards will be elected.

|

*

The Authority will establish formal

machinery for discussions and negot
iations about relationships between Gov
ernment and non-Government sectors.

An interim Council in the same form
as the permanent Council will be estab
lished as soon as possible and will have the
services of an eminent educationist as an

interim chief executive officer assisted

by two full-time officers.

The interim Council will develop policy
for the changeover from the present sys
tem and may establish advisory and con

sultative committees. ,

In the process of being established on

campus is an 'Ecological Consciousness'

group. This group aims to open peoples
eyes to the need to adopt a completely
overhauled revolutionary outlook towards

ecological problems. It claims the way
to overcome the environmental crisis is

through adoption of new aims and life

styles centred around low technology and
limited growth.
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Raves & Reviews
CABARET:

Capitol Theatre, Manuka.

Many of my friends who had seen

Cabaret raved about it. I went along

thinking that it could not be all that

good, and wondering what faults I

could find. There was, however, no food

for my cynical thoughts. The film is a

masterpiece.

The story, set in the Germany of the

early '30's, is the old one of love between

two persons of differing types; Sally

(Liza Minnelli), a singer/dancer in the

Cabaret, and Brian (Michael York), a

visiting academic, giving English lessons

to pay his rent. There are also' support-

ing love stories. It is through these that

the film portrays the differing approaches
to life.

Each important scene in the develop
ment of .the love story is paralleled in a

sketch at the Cabaret, run by 'Emcee'

(Joel Gray), who is brilliant. Itsis in these

scenes that the camera work, always

good, reaches excellence. The scenes are

fast, and rely heavily on close-ups of an

infinite variety of facial expressions, in

which all members of the cast more than

adequately fill their roles.

The other scenes are also best told by
the camera. The dialogue, though at times

humorous, is often cliched, and really

quite unnecessary to a film which is

improved by seeking expression in other

ways. The direction of Bob Fosse must

take some credit here. He presents a

compact film, with striking juxtoposition
between scenes of love, of the Cabaret,

and those depicting the rise of the Nazis,

a theme of ever present importance in the

film.

Don't sit at home, alone in your room,
go to the Cabaret.

Peter Whitney.

UNIVERSITY
PHARMACY

For a complete pharmaceutical service right here on campus.

A full range of PRUE ACTON. Extensive selection of West
Australian Boronia and French Perfumes.

At the moment we have SELSUN, one of the best medicated
shampoos, at $1 .18 for 2 02 (regular $1 .50), and $2.18 for 4oz -

(regular $2.82). Japanese made Pacific Colour Film, 126 x 12
at $1 .00 (regular $2.00).

Remember, our prices apply to all on ANU Campus, students
and staff.

Phone: 486887

Hobart Place

Pharmacy
10% Discount To Students with I. D. Cards.

Check our prices for:- Toothpaste, Deodorants, Soaps, etc.

We stock all
quality toiletries including:- Revlon, Yardley, Steiner,

Eyelax, Outdoor Girl, Perfumery.

Before going to the supermarket
- at concession prices

—

we beat

them all.

The Australian National University

Presents a series of seven public lectures on:

Biological Organisation
Membranes In cellular organisation
Hie genetic program
The nervous strategies of behaviour
Co-operation between cells In the

defence of the bod;
Ethology: Science or myth?
Ecology — the problems of hierarchy

The ecology of hunting man

13 June (Dr H. Rosenberg)
20 June (Professor J. 'Langridge)

27 June (Dr R. F. Mark, Monash University)
4 July (Professor G. L. Ada)

1 1 July (Professor S. A. Barnett)
18 July (Professor D. J. Anderson, University of New South

Wales)
25 July (Professor J. B: Birdsell, University of California,

Los Angeles)

to be held in the H. C. Coombs Lecture Theatre on Wednesdays at 8.15pm, starting June 13. In this series,

arranged by the University's Research School of Biological Sciences, distinguished speakers will discuss biological

organisation at a wide range of levels from cells to societies.

Democratic Theory: essays in retrival.

C.B.Macpherson. Clarendon Press, Oxford

Professor Macpherson of the University
of Toronto, is well known for his book
'

The Political Theory Possessive Individ

ualism'. In this book he argues, that

there existed an underlying unity, which

provided an conceptual basis of English

political thought in the period 1600 to

1800. Macpherson calls this basic unity

'possessive individualism'. By assuming
this concept to be correct, Macpherson
infers, that a society which fostered
this concept is a society in which man

exists in his
'

natural' state, i.e. that

Capitalist society is mans natural environ

ment.

In his new book 'Democratic Theory'
Macpherson still assumes the idea of

capitalist society, as the natural state for

man to exist in, while adopting a liberal

reformists approach to the various prob
lems of democracy. In his chapter on

'Property' he claims that some ills do

exist, but that a fundamental revision

will bring about the reform necessary.

Macpherson is an analysis of present day
western democracy reaches the conclus
ion

'

that unless the leaders in the west

are prepared to make or accept the funda

mental changes, in the 'liberal-demo-

cratic justifying theory .. the West

stands to lose. ..the communist nations

can take over and are taking over.'

Macpherson's book is interesting to

both the liberal and the Marxist. For
the liberal, he could not read a better or

more succint analysis of liberal-democratic

theory. For the Marxist, this book re

affirms all his old prejudices that liberal

ism is essentially reformist and when the

actuality of the revolution is realised

the liberals will'
'

fall on the wrong side

of the fence. -

Paul Hoover.

Ruqbv Roundabout
SPORTS UNION

'The beer they serve in your Union Bar

reminds me of home. It's weak and warm

like ours.'

Those were Mark Oran's concluding re

marks (lighweight forward [17-5] in the

New Zealand Universities Rugby Union

Touring Side). I had just finished inter

viewing the team members, their manager

and coach. The question and answers

commenced an hour earlier and wandered

from talking about the tour and Rugby
Union to discussing New Zealand and

Australian Universities and the Fallopian
Tube and Steel. What is the Fallopian
Tube and steel you might well ask? Only
one of Otago University's social Rugby
Union teams (others such as the 'Medico

Boozers' also got a mention).

Question: 'How many Rugby Union

teams can Otago University field?'

Casual reply from about two feet above

my head: 'About thirty two.'

By making a few quick calculations, using

figures for the percentage of student

participation in sport on ANU campus

and the greatest number of teams we field

in any code, ! estimated that to have so

many keen sportsmen, Otago would need

a campus population of 358,476 students

(give or take a few hundred).

I was corrected. Its population is a mere

7Vz thousand.

Refusing to be impressed I
tried to justify

the New Zealander's involvement in cam

pus sport by assuming that their facilities

must far exceed ours.

Question: 'I suppose sporting facilities

in New Zealand Unis compare favourably

with what's at ANU?'

Answer: (Amidst general laughing, rolling

on the floor and holding their sides and

the occasional 'Be real!')

'Auckland University which is one of the

largest in New Zealand has a few playing

fields and one or two dressing sheds'.

The discussion then moved onto Sports
Union organisation in New Zealand and

from what I could gather the majority
of New Zealand Unis don't have a separate

Sports Union but rather have sports re

presentatives on the Student Executive to

control the $26 p.a. Sports fees.

(By this time the boys were starving.

After early morning training on the North

Oval 'ice rink', then tramping around our

'Greek Wedding Cake' Parliament House,

only to be revived by morning tea with

the Minister for Sports and Recreation,
lunch was well on the order).

In an earlier conversation with the coach
and manager, I discovered that the twenty
three day tour had been sponsored by the

New Zealand University's Rugby Football

Council, the Australian Universities Sports
Association Rugby Council and also from
the players own contributions. Matches

were to be played in Melbourne, Canberra,

Sydney, Armidale, and Brisbane.

Question: Any complaints about the tour

organisation in Australia?

Answer: None, except the publicity for

the Melbourne game seemed rather in

effective. (In an Aussie Rules State, I

wonder Why!)

The team will leave Australia for a final

game in Auckland on June 3. The team's

attitudes to Australian Universities' sport-:

ing interest and participation, has surely

undergone a change.

(Quote of the week)
Question: From what you have seen how
would you estimate Australian students'

attitude to Sport?

Answer: (Team Manager). I think Aussies,
like New Zealanders, are pretty sport mad.

We all realise sport on campus is worth

while and productive.

P.S.. (seriously) Congratulations to the

ANU Rugby Union Club on organizing such

a tight programme, both Sporting and

Social. Other clubs could use this as a

successful example.

Mark Findlay

I At half time Tiger socks it to his disheartened team

SOCCER REFEREES COURSE

Lectures outlining the rules of Assoc

iation Football will be given at Reid

Methodist Church (cnr. Coranderrk and

Doonkuna Streets, Reid) on 13th and

14th June. Both lectures will run for

2 hours, commencing at 7 pm.

Interested players and persons wishing

to referee Soccer are invited to attend.

For further information, contact

Geoff Lindsay, Garran Hall, ANU
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THE POLITICS OF NIMBIN
Woroni staff member David Wright was

at Nimbin. . Here he discusses the im

portance of the Aquarius Festival.

THE HAPPENING

The Aquarius Arts Festival held at Nim

bin between the 1 2th and 21 st of May
was one of the most remarkable events

to confront Australians in recent times.

However whether or not the influence

of Nimbin will be at all real, beyond
the 6,000 or so participants will only
be decided by time.

At Nimbin 6,000 people got together

and for 10 days lived in absolute harmony
with both each other and with their

environment. Most importantly as well

as living in harmony with each other

they also achieved harmony with the

'Straights'', the townspeople. These

people themselves became thoroughly

absorbed by the festival, beyond simply

the point of monetary gains. [Its not

often you see a 45 year old milkman

spaced out of his brain by rock music

dancing screaming and cavorting all over

'

a stage]

And it was no coincidence that the

6,000 people lived together peacably.

They worked fucking hard at it. All

people there were aware that they

needed to try in order to make the fes

tival succeed, and they really did try. i

So much bad that is done unthinkingly

in a normal environment was thought

about and then rejected. People com

plied with restraints on their behaviour

because they accepted them as being

necessary for the well being of the other

festival goers and thereby the festival.

People didn't piss or wash in the creek,

they used the meagre facilities available

or else formulated their own alternatives.

People were actually concerned about

each other, and it manifested itself

everywhere, from the clean campsites,

to the spontaneous freeing of the trio

arrested on drug charges to the successful

operation of the food co-op.

IDEALS AND REALITY

Nimbin was a very political affair.

From the time planning commenced the

festival was intended to be a challenge

to existing life styles and patterns. All

people who went there were aware of

this. All went there dissatisfied with

the presently structured society, though
their suggestions for cures varied widely.

However, the fact that all succeeded

in combining and making the festival an

undoubted success does not mean that

Nimbin marks the way that society must

change, rather it offers a few suggestions.

To Festival Organiser Johnny Allen

and Graeme Dunstan, Nimbin was seen

as
'

a prophetic vision for a surviving

community'.
'

The Festival is being approached not

as a collection of performances for

consumption, but as an experiment in

community' , Dunstan stated in an

article in the first issue of Nimbin

Good Times. In criticising the existing

world situation Dunstan claimed that

what was needed was a new morality,

as epitomized by the drop-out movement.

Of the drop-outs he claimed
'

they re

present a social movement, which be

cause it has a vision for the future sees

itself (and its life), as an alternative to

establishment society and all that is

associated with its moral and institution

al bankruptcy' — and, 'Far from being

social lepers these are highly moral

people who have chosen hardship be

cause they see no future in the city life'.

That Dunstan and Allen's aims were

incredibly naive was proven even before

the festival, that the aims if thought

about and adapted to a real world,
could be extremely significant was

however proven by the festival.

!n the weeks building up to the fes

tival, a community of 'drop-outs'

gathered at Nimbin. Their function was

to prepare the site for the forthcoming

onslaught. They were all to combine

and work to build the necessary struct

ures and in return be supported by

Aquarius; to the extent of provision of

meals. What actually happened was:

many people arrived, declared their in

tention to work, then did nothing.

Aquarius was lumbered with a work

force, only half of which was actually

working, yet the remainder still de

manded their section of the communal

pie, ripping off both Aquarius money

and Dunstan's idealism. This is on par

(possibly even above par, in that usually

only 25% would work) for members of

the counter culture. It has to be acc

epted, that the counter culture is basic- -

ally aristocratic and self-serving. -It is

made up of the children of
th,eu.pper

and middle classes, and has
IjittJg

re- i, ,

levance to the working class
fj^rjv.

'You've got to be pretty rich^pe ^
successful hippie' a builders labotire^..,w
friend of mine said to me recently.

^ ;

If idealism attached to the counter

culture in general is unreal, idealism

surrounding the counter cultures ability
to successfully establish self sustaining

rural communes, that can act as a

progressive example for mankind is non

sensical.

Attempts to crease alternative rural

communities by Australians go back as

far as the 1890's. As well as the William

Lane Utopian trip in Paraguay, which

failed within four years, experiments
were made in Australia.

In 1893, 'three colonies, NSW,
Queensland and South Australia, ...

passed acts to facilitate the establish

ment on the land of communities to be

managed under the cooperative principle,

j

all were passed in the belief that there

should be opportunity for the experi
ment to be tried within Australia and

: that some of the.best of its young men

and women should if possible be dis

suaded from emigration'. Three com

munities were established in NSW at

|

Pitt Town, Wilberforce and Bega. By

|

1896, all three had dissolved, their

Utopian dreams shattered by inadequate

capital and internal squabbles. Land

was split into individual blocks.

At the time, one Michael Davitt

stated, 'The desire to own property of
, some kind is all but impossible to elim

inate, from the minds of those who are

bred and born under the property own

ing systems of our modern society'.

After the failure of these communities

the idea was dropped by its then chief

proponents; radicals in the unions. It

stayed in a state of sleep until revived

in the sixties with the 'back to nature'

movement. Though it is a side point,

it is interesting to note, [as pointed out

in Rampart Dec. 1972 in article by
Jonatbon Kozol] that 'the rise -in

sales of pacification literature such as

the Whole Earth Catalogue. ..parallels

directly the decline in sales of books by

men like Eldridge Cleaver, C. Wright

Mills or Bobby Seale'.

With 'back to nature' came dreams

of the countryside, its natural purity

and its absolute untrammelled beauty.

Occasionally the dreams turned to reality.

People bought land and set up communes.

Occasionally the communes lasted more

than one or two years. If they did, it

was with a massive population turn over,

and generally a policy turning away from

growing food for subsistence, to growing

dope, for money.
In considering the claims of Dunstan &

Allen it is necessary to ask 3 questions.

1
.

Can the drop out movement suc

cessfully lead any nature revival.

2. Is the fashionable hip-move back

to nature a progressive one.

3. Is the move back to nature a

solution to the problems of mod

ern civilization.

The answer to all of these questions,
- is an undoubted NO!

. Hippies are basically lazy. The reason

they are drop-outs is because they
^couldn't be fucked doing anything.

Couldn't be fucked attempting to battle

^
all the other people in the competition to

~be-the -biggest best and most powerful.
As well as being lazy hippies really like

drugs. Really like to lie around, in the

sun totally unhassled, absolutely spaced
out. There is of course, nothing wrong

with laziness, nor is there anything wrong
with drugs. But they are totally in

compatible with subsistence agriculture.

Farmwork is very hard, demanding work,

requiring large quantities of dedication

and sweat. For a farm to succeed it

must be built up over many years, it

must totally dictate a life. The drop-out

movement is just not prepared to put
so much into anything. Its a bit of a

contradiction really, because as soon

as a drop-out expends energy over some

thing (except scoring dope) he is no

longer a drop-out, especially in the eyes

of other drop-outs.

The fact that hippies couldn't be

fucked doing battle in the struggle for

money, power and possessions doesn't

necessarily mean they don't like money

power and possessions. It means more

so, that they don't like the battle. All I

the evils of present day straight society
exist also in the hip-society. Racism,

chauvinism, materialism and numerous

other bigotries and prejudices are rampant

among the arch-proponents of peace love

and brotherhood. The hip-world has

parallels to the straight world, all the

way through its structure. Very often

sectors of the hip-world have more in

common with their equivalents in the

straight world than they do with their

long-haired comrades. This fa.ctor em

erged in two extremely clear instances

at Nimbin.

Firstly, when trouble with the police

broke out, the hip-religios, the Jesus

freaks, the Hare Krishnas, the disciples

of the Guru and the rest were putting

forward policies of ignoring this conflict

and seeking only personal gratification,

in the same way as straight religion acts

as a pacifying agent.
-

Secondly, at a meeting with the trio

of people arrested, the festival organisers

told the meeting not to believe the story

of the arrestees but to believe what the

police had to say.

The obvious conclusion is that the hip
world is extremely closely intertwined

with the straight world. It is not an

independent revolutionary group at all

and never can be until it takes more into

consideration than purely its own pleasure.

We now come to the third question.
If it was widely adopted would the move

back to nature be any sort of answer

to the problems civilization is presently

experiencing? Again the answer is no.

The back to nature revival is essentially

selfish and escapist. It may possibly be

an answer for a few people who have

the money to purchase land, and the

declination to work it, but to the poor

and the oppressed, it is totally irrelevant.

The argument presented by Dunstan

and Allen, that decentralization policies

should be concerned with reviving small

country towns is also only another form

of elitist escapism. There is a limit to

the demand for the products of cottage

industries, and not all people are en

thused by life in a small rural community.

CONCLUSION

For ten days Nimbin was a success.

For ten days, student hippies and drop
outs lived in an artificially constructed

community (constructed incidentally

on $75,000 AUS and Commonwealth

Government money) and rejected con

sumerism, commercialism and the home

town blues. The hills really were alive

with the sounds of music, and laughter,

and people were genuinely happy. But

Nimbin was only for ten days, and it

was arfitifial. Towards the end of the

ten days problems did arise. Weariness

with the country life was becoming
apparent, the amount of beer drunk and

the number of meat pies eaten were

steadily rising. Ten days was probably

about the perfect length of time, any

longer would have seen mass disaffection

The future of the ideas of Nimbin

lies in the cities. It is up to the people

who went to Nimbin to take all they

learnt at Nimbin back to the city, to

apply it and to teach it. To teach that

.there are faults with the existing social

structure. Faults which serve only to

exploit people, and which are successful

only because of peoples ignorance of

how to overcome them. To teach that

food does not only come out of cans,

that cures to illhealth do not solely come

through chemicals prescribed by doctors,

that enjoyable entertainment does not

have to be formal and organized, that it

is possible to live in an environment that

is both clean and populous, that the

morality preached by community con

trollers serves only to repress and

prevent, that honesty and trust do not

have to lead to misery and exploitation,

and that people can cohabit happily if

the society they are living in is satisfying.

These and more were the lessons of

Nimbin. Their adaptation to modern

civilization is an essential step towards

the construction of a free and equal

society.

Any comments on this article will be

most welcome.

POSITIONS VACANT

Woroni desperately needs a Business

Manager. This involves the soliciting of

advertising for Woroni and the collection

of payment for it. The Business Manager
receives 20% of all money collected.

Apply to Richard Refshauge, c/o Students'

Association Office, Union.

10% Discount on Selected lines

DICK ADAMSON
MacPherson St O'Connor

(Next to Ampol Service Station)

Just a short walk from campus

REVLON FRENCH PERFUMES

INNOXA fiiFT^

pharmacy


